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Abu Dhabi

Fast cars? Check. Pristine beaches? Check.
ROLLERCOASTERS? Check. And see those clouds

outside? There's none of that where we're heading.
Call us big kids, but with all that and the below, you

can consider us sold on Abu Dhabi…
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Pearl Diving

Soak up some culture with an Abu Dhabi pearl journey on a

traditional dhow. Gliding over the Arabian Gulf, you’ll

discover the importance of pearls to Emirati culture (divers

used to spend up to four months at sea seeking out pearls),

shuck an oyster (or two) and, if you’re lucky, come away

with your very own pearl. abudhabipearljourney.com

Ferrari World Abu Dhabi

Unless you’re Jenson Button, Ferrari World Abu Dhabi is the

closest you’ll ever get to living the life of a Formula 1 driver.

If you can't make November's Etihad Airways Abu Dhabi

Grand Prix, but have nerves of steel (or a strong faith in

engineering), why not jump on the Formula Rossa? With a

top speed of 149mph, it’s the fastest rollercoaster on the

planet – so fast, in fact, that you need to wear protective
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goggles. They’re pretty fetching, TBH.

ferrariworldabudhabi.com

Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi

For understated glamour check into the Park Hyatt Abu

Dhabi, a tranquil retreat located on Saadiyat Island’s coast.

The hotel adopts the ethos of 'less is more' – in glitzy terms

anyway. That's not to say it forgoes luxuries – expect grey-

and cream-coloured interiors, four swimming pools, a two-

storey spa and 9km of beach to stroll on, with turquoise

water and zero rain pretty much guaranteed. We're all

zenned out just thinking about it.

abudhabi.park.hyatt.com

For more travel inspiration head to

escapismmagazine.com
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Weird or wonderful? It depends how
often y ou plague y our friends with
Anchorman quotes. If that’s
something y ou do regularly  then
y ou may  want to check out ‘Stay
Classy  New Y ork’, a new Will
Ferrell-themed bar in the city ’s
Lower East Side. There’s Ron
Burgundy  posters galore and a
drinks menu saturated in Ferrell
quotes (Smelly  Pirate Hooker, Milk
Was A Bad Choice…). The owner has
described it as a place where blokes
can sit and have a drink without
being intimidated by  loud techno
music. Ours is a scotch. Scotchy ,
scotch, scotch.
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Proviz Pixelite
softshell jacket,
£119.99

By day, this is a

beautifully tailored

classic parka with

technical features, by

night its LEDs will make

you and your bike

visible from up to 400m

Lumo men's Regents
Parka cycling jacket,
£400

If your look’s more

‘yellow jersey’ than

‘yellow hi-viz vest you

nicked from a

construction worker’,

this one’s for you. With

night-time visibility

Saucony women's
Sonic Reflex jacket,
£100

This new running jacket

from Saucony is

windproof, waterproof

and night-proof, thanks

to a highly reflective

finish. Looks just as

good when it’s not dark,

Glow in the dark gear
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away. It’s the Clark Kent

of jackets.

provizsports.com

    

that’s outstanding for,

er, standing out.

lumo.cc

    

which is more than you

can say about us.

saucony.co.uk

    

ADVENTURE
TIME!

Enter now for your
chance to win a
high-octane trip

with Legends Tours
in Morocco

For the chance to win other great prizes, CLICK HERE

 
This email is from Square Up Media Ltd whose registered office is at 4 Tun Yard, Peardon St, London SW8 3HT.
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You have received this email because at some point in your life you made the wise and insightful decision to sign up to our
newsletter. Don't remember doing it? Well, you were probably drunk or something.

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter, please unsubscribe here
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